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MARINI Latin America has been in the market for more 
than 50 years, always committed to quality, innovation 
and reliability of its products and services. The 
company belongs to the Road building division of the 
FAYAT Group, which has a strong know-how of brands 
such as MARINI (Italy) and SAE (France), offering the 
highest technology in cold and hot mix plants as well 
as BOMAG worldwide in compaction. This way, the 
FAYAT Group has the widest range of road construction 
equipment on the market.

Using all these resources, MARINI Latin America brings 
to the market the most complete and modern line of 
Cold Mixing Plants. Fully mobile with a production 
capacity of up to 600 tons/hour, MARINI Latin America 

Asphalt Plants are suitable for projects in jobs that 
require both initial base fabrication and restoration of 
the old base, mixing various components for the proper 
elaboration of the desired stroke.

Extremely robust, they were designed to work with 
the most diverse types of materials, such as, cold 
premixes, gravel, lime, roller compacted concrete, 
graded gravel or gravel graduated with cement, 
obtaining homogeneity in the mixture.

The system of flat metering tapes with lateral protection 
guarantees high productivity, without wasting 
materials. All this high production capacity contrasts 
with the ease of assembly and simplicity of operation.

Heated control cabin with automatic and manual control system.



Structured chassis in a special I steel girder with telescopic 
supporting legs, with forged locking pin, ABS brakes, 
spring suspension, tubular shaft, air brakes, reservoir and 
1000 x 20” roll safety valve with double axles”;

The equipment was developed in a compact way to make 
transport very easy, without the need for custody and 
within the rules of Transit, facilitating its installation and 
mobility;

Emergency stops around the plant that can be operated 
from ground level.

Bin to cement dosing with capacity of 2m³ with level 
meters to control the cement flow of the storage bin for 
the dosing bin;

Helical conveyor with automatically controlled speed by 
frequency inverter, according to percentages reported in 
the control system.

Four dosing bins with capacity up to 10m3, (with 
extensions) flow regulating damper;

The dosing bins have the walls with steep angles and 
3100 mm fittings, guaranteeing great ease of supply and 
distribution of the aggregates;

Conveyor belt supported on shielded rollers with 
permanent lubrication pulled by a geared motor with 
oil covers gears coupled directly to the drum axle. 
Adjustable drums with oscillating and shielded bearings, 
36 “canvas and 20 cv.

Soil Plant, Model US 600 MAX with production 
capacity up to 600 ton / hour

Chassis and transport Mixer

Bin to cement dosing

4 Bins to Aggregate Metering

Dosing with automatic flow control, according to 
percentage reported in the control system. Complete 
piping system consisting of hoses, valves spreader bar 
and electric motor.

Water dosing system

Fixed mixer type pug-mill double axles, with box in 
special anti-wear steel;

Motorization with gear motor transmission with 
gearboxes in oil bath coupled directly to the axle;

Cast iron arm with special alloys screwed to the axle, 
that enables the adjustment of vane heights;

Automatic or manual mixer drive by software or al via 
software or physically by switch;

Automatic control system for water dosage and additives.



Control System

Technical Data
US 300 MAX US 600 MAX

Production

Production capacity 100 - 300 t/h 300 - 600 t/h

% Cement Up to 10% Up to 10%

% Water Up to 10%* Up to 10%*

% Additive Up to 5%** Up to 5%**

Technical Data

General dimensions (m) 22 x 3, 2 x 4, 4 25 x 3, 2 x 4, 4

Bin 3 4

Wall vibrator 1 (standard) 1  (standard)

Feed dimensions 3,1 m wide 3,1 m wide

Volume 3 x 7,5 m³ (10 m³ optional) 4 x 7,5 m³ (10 m³ optional)

Dosing belts 24" 24”

Weighing Individual, per load cell

Feed speed Control by frequency converters

Mixer External Pug Mill

Gate of discharge with electro

Operation cabin

Operation Manual and automatic

Air conditioning Air conditioning Split 9000 BTUs

* Considering aggregates with 4% humidity added to the mixture and 6% of water volume by the pump.
** 5% of water volume

All photos, illustrations and specifications are based on the information in effect on the date of approval of the publication.  MARINI Latin America reserves the right to alter 
specifications and designs and to delete components without prior notice, as well to adjust the equipment into different operating conditions. The yield data depends on the 
conditions of the working. Some of the equipment mentioned are optional, even without explicitly indication in the text. November/2018.

Automated control system via computer enables the 
monitoring and control of the dosage from the processing 
of reading the load cells and control of inverters via 
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). Weighing points 
located on the conveyor belts of each bin carry out the 
individual weighing of aggregates.

All mix designs to be executed are recorded and stored 
on the computer and can be used and modified during 
production;

The computer processes the weighing signal in Ton / 
hour, as well as the speed of the belts in m / min;

Storage of all production data, per truck and individually, 
through real-time reports on the computer screen. 
They can be printed or saved in electronic forms and 
transferred to external disks (Ex. Pen drive). 

Allows the search of production reports by specific or 
general date
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